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Abstract—Finding a good solution to an engineering problem
under given constraints can be formulated as an optimization
problem over a set of parameters. Existing (semi-)automatic
methodologies for this task usually assume that these design
parameters form a homogeneous set. The paper analyses the
structure of design space and introduces the formal concept of
existence-dependent parameters, which appear for instance in the
optimization of system architectures. The corresponding nested
optimization problems can be solved more efficiently considering
the dependency relations, and will often require a mix of models
and optimization algorithms. The paper proposes a completely
model-driven integration methodology for such problems and a
prototype tool combining several existing domain-specific tools.
An application example from the area of distributed embedded
systems design of hardware architecture and software mapping
demonstrates the applicability.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The engineering of complex systems is still challenging and
costly. Despite our technical and methodical advancements, the
construction of a complex system with intricate requirements
still bears risk and uncertainties with regard to its outcome.
In later engineering phases, such as testing and validation, the
automation of tasks has already significantly increased productivity and quality. Unfortunately, tasks in early engineering
phases, such as the system design, cannot be automated in a
similar fashion. They often require creativity, experience-based
solution adaption, and the making of complex decisions for
which it is not clear how to derive a perfect answer. Therefore,
these “creative tasks” are still predominantly conducted by
human engineers. Of course, they benefit significantly from
best practices, suggested development phases and sub tasks,
as well as rules on how to structure problems and tackle open
questions. Domains in which systems design is considered a
key factor include automotive, avionics and manufacturing.
Systems in these areas are engineered to implement a complex
interplay between mechanical elements, electronic components, as well as (embedded) software. Therefore, their design
is especially challenging and cannot be easily formalized due
to its complexity and interdisciplinary nature. If we abstract
from the individual field of application, one of the main
remaining certainties are established design process steps as
a means to systematically tackle engineering problems in
general. This is thus one of the main roads followed in
comprehensive books on systems design [1], [2], [3], [4].
Among the main phases and tasks of systems design are
requirements elicitation and analysis, finding viable engineer-
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ing solutions to satisfy requirements, and finally to select the
best design among the possible ones based on functional and
non-functional properties of the system as well as optimization
goals. Non-functional properties of a design (i.e., reliability,
energy consumption, size and weight, . . . ) are usually hard to
predict in early design phases as they are emerging as a result
of the integration of the software and hardware architecture.
Therefore, they cannot be analyzed by examining a single
component in isolation. Instead they can only be assessed
properly after the system has been built and integrated. At that
time, a redesign of the system to eliminate the design flaws
is often very expensive or even too late. Model-based systems
engineering (MBSE, [5]) and corresponding tools [6] support
the human engineer by allowing him to predict non-functional
properties based on mathematical or simulation models, thus
reducing the risks in early design decisions significantly. For
safety-critical systems and highly reliable designs such properties are of equal importance as the functional requirements,
especially when a certification is necessary before use – as it
is often the case in train control or avionic systems.
The design space of a system (c.f. Section II) denotes
a geometrical understanding of the possible design variants
in a multi-dimensional space. Algorithms for design space
exploration and optimization treat this space usually as a
homogeneous space, in which restrictions and dependencies
lead to forbidden regions. In most cases, they can be formally
described by certain constraints.
However, we argue in this paper that the design space for
complex systems (such as safety-critical embedded systems)
is rarely homogeneous. Instead, it is often build as a hierarchy
of interdependent design parameters — a nested design space.
We show that such a nested design space can be explored
efficiently with model-based optimization techniques despite
its complexity. This type of problem occurs frequently in the
optimization of system architectures [7], [8]. An important
example are multi-processor embedded systems (c.f. [9]), for
which both an optimal hardware architecture as well as a fitting
software allocation and mapping has to be found in many
application areas. We propose a method that treats these two
subordinated problems separately in their individual domainspecific tools, but introduce a work flow and prototype tool
integrating their optimization in an elegant way by reusing
the (meta-)model information of the specific domains.
The paper is structured as follows: An overview of related
work is given subsequently. Section II covers background on

design space (optimization) and introduces some terminology
and notation. Section III assesses types of design parameters
as well as the corresponding design space structures, and introduces a formal treatment of existence-dependent design parameters. The special subtype of nested problems is identified,
for which a workflow is proposed and a prototype software
tool introduced in the subsequent Section IV. An application
example demonstrating the benefits of this approach is given
in Section V, before some conclusions are provided at the end.
The contribution of the paper includes a novel characterization of design space types and structures, which allows a
systematic mapping of corresponding optimization methods.
Moreover, we introduce a design space optimization method
that allows to integrate models and software tools for nested
design space problems in a completely model-based fashion
without the need of significant programming efforts.
Related Work
There is a vast amount of literature on design-space exploration, of which only a few can be covered here. An overview
of multi-objective optimization tools is given in [10]. Model
checking can be used as a method to explore feasible parts of
the design space, while improving the efficiency by reusing
variable orderings [11]. One practical way to reduce design
space size is to introduce user constraints and approximations
on variables; however, this may lead to issues covered in [12].
Efficient methods for design space exploration of embedded
systems have been covered in [13].
An important application area of mapping (software functions to hardware resources) problems are automotive systems.
One proposed method in the literature represents system models in SysML, and applies design space exploration methods to
synthesize deployments from logical (platform-independent)
system models to technical (platform-specific) system models [14]. A specialized framework for optimal computer architecture selection and mapping has been presented in [15],
but it is restricted to the special case of deep neural networks.
A tool for scenario-based exploration of embedded MPSoC
(multi-processor systems on chip) mapping was developed in
the ARTEMIS project [16]. Similar approaches for MPSoC
designs are described in [17], [9], [18], [19], [20]. The
problem of traversing the design space of mapping tasks to
electronic control units in combination with feasibility checks
and optimization goals is addressed in [21], [22].
II. BACKGROUND ON D ESIGN S PACE O PTIMIZATION
Numerous decisions have to be taken during the design of
a system, each characterized by selecting one out of (possibly
many) variants of a system aspect. The set of variants Si of
each of these i decisions (i = 1, . . . , n) can be understood like
a domain or range of values of every decision variable pi , i.e.
∀i : pi ∈ Si . Such variables pi are usually denoted as design
parameters, which may be independent in the simplest case,
and we denote the set of all of them for a certain system design
process as P (although this set may not be known before
the top-down design refinement has finished). For real-world

systems, it is already a challenging and elaborate task to derive
not only major decision variables, but also a significant set of
alternative values for each variable. Each individual system
design variant p is then a vector of values (p1 , . . . , pn ) for all
design parameters, which can alternatively be understood as a
function assigning a value to each design parameter:
∀pi ∈ P : p : pi → Si

(1)

If we imagine each of these n parameters as one dimension
of a geometrical space, the corresponding set of all (theoretically) possible design solutions p is the n-dimensional design
space of all combinations of these variable values DS =
S1 ×S2 ×. . .×Sn . The main problem of finding aQgood design
n
is then its size (without restrictions) of |DS | = i=1 |Si |.
Obviously not every parameter combination constitutes a
feasible design variant. A design variant is only feasible if
it fulfills all mandatory functional and non-functional requirements as well as system-level constraints (e.g. from the laws of
physics or due to standards, certification or laws). This can be
formalized as a Boolean function CF : DS → {True, False}
returning for each possible parameter combination if it is
feasible or not, resulting in the subset
DS feasible = {p ∈ DS | CF (p)}
Assessing the feasibility of a parameter combination is often
a significant challenge in its own right, which sometimes even
requires the development of prototype systems.
Within this context, design space exploration (DSE) denotes
the task of generating and evaluating a set of feasible design
variants (parameter combinations) of the system to be built.
However, systems engineers are interested in finding the best
design variant out of the remaining feasible ones. The decision
about which remaining design is the best has thus to be based
on a weighted evaluation of the benefits of (non-mandatory)
functional and (usually quantitative) non-functional properties.
There is a huge variety of models, evaluation methods and
tools available for this task in the broader field of performance
evaluation (c.f. e.g. [23]).
The general task of a systems designer can thus be understood as a combined design space exploration and design
space optimization problem: given the requirements as constraints, find the best solution under a certain profit function
fprofit over the feasible part of the design space returning a
real value to be maximized:
fprofit : DS feasible → R
This function requires an understanding of the mathematical
relation from the design parameters to the values of quantitative properties of the system. The results can then be assessed
for their benefit with a function mapping real values into
unit-less comparable numbers for use in a weighted sum that
captures the trade-offs typical for all designs for instance with
a cost/benefit analysis [4], [13] (often termed multi-objective
optimization). In fact, practical design optimization without
trade-offs is hard to imagine and would result in obvious

designs that are on the boundaries of design parameters. Such
cases may arise from ignoring certain stakeholders or can be
a sign of forgotten non-functional aspects of a system design.
The search for the parameter set
opt
opt
popt = (popt
1 , p2 , . . . , pn )

maximizing the profit function
popt = arg

max
p∈DS ;CF (p)

fprofit (p)

is a classical optimization setting. A direct optimization (algorithm) is only applicable if the function returning the value(s)
of non-functional properties can be symbolically described
with a simple function. For instance, if the system, its constraints and benefit can be described by linear expressions, the
problem may be described as a simple linear programming
problem (LPP) for which efficient algorithms exist. However,
in the case of complex and especially dynamic systems, a
model and evaluation method is usually needed to capture the
intrinsic dependencies. This only allows to evaluate the values
of quantitative properties one-by-one for individual design
parameter settings, which is obviously very time-consuming
because of the computation time per evaluation and the sheer
number of possible variants (i.e., the size of the design space).
This well-known problem has led to the development of
indirect optimization methods based on heuristics such as
simulated annealing, genetic algorithms, and taboo search to
speed up the search for a (near-)optimal solution. Sometimes
the goal is not to derive the provably best design variant, and a
subset of best/near-best configurations should be found (DSE
subsetting).
III. A C HARACTERIZATION OF D ESIGN S PACE
S TRUCTURES AND T HEIR I MPACT ON O PTIMIZATION
Theoretically possible values of a design parameter have to
be synthesized by applying existing solution patterns, varying
the type or number of system elements, or by selecting a
certain technical solution for a required function. This is the
essence of the “creative tasks” conducted by human engineers
during the system design phase. As a result, the value range
Si of a parameter pi can be characterized by the following
decision types [8]:
1) A typically real-valued interval of a non-functional configuration parameter specifying a property such as speed,
length, size, bandwidth, reliability etc. for an element of
the system design;
2) An (integer) number of elements or resources of a
certain type in a system, often restricted to an interval
of values;
3) An optional item or decision with two outcomes (this
may be viewed as a special case of integer with values
0 or 1);
4) A list of possible choices for an element, architecture,
or other property (similar to an enumeration type);
5) Or (as a special case) a derived parameter that is
variable in its local setting, but depends uniquely on
other decisions.

In real-life scenarios, many of the above-mentioned design
decisions resulting in parameter value pi choices influence
each other, such that the variables cannot be chosen independently. One of the main reasons is closely connected to
the top-down design approach: System- and subsystem-level
requirements address different abstraction layers of a system
leading to a hierarchy of design decisions. A choice made on
higher levels typically results in additional requirements on
lower levels. Therefore, picking a value for a decision variable
pi on a higher level restricts the choice of values for a decision
variable pj on a lower level of design. Such a dependency may
be rooted in the joint contribution to a certain property (for
instance security or energy consumption).
However, a very different type of dependency stems from
system designs where the structural architecture can be varied,
and local design parameters emerge or vanish because of such
choices. An example is the design of a distributed system, in
which the communication network protocol and structure can
be chosen freely. Let’s assume that the designer may choose
between a wireless solution and a (wired) bus architecture.
Reliability concerns may then require to choose between
several possible methods to ensure reliable packet transfer in
the radio-based case, which may not be necessary because of
the sufficient quality of a wired network. In such examples not
only the values of design parameters depend on each other,
but even the structure of the design parameter set itself. In
this case, the function p describing a system design given in
Equation 1 will only be partial, i.e., defined just on a subset of
design parameters P . The set of design parameters necessary
or relevant for a certain system design is thus variable and
not a constant full set P in such cases. Describing such
problem types requires models that go well beyond a vector
of numerical values of design parameters [24], [25], [7], [8].
The corresponding type of relation between two design
parameters is formalized as follows:
Definition 1: A design parameter pk is said to be existence
dependent on another parameter pi of the same system if it is
only relevant or meaningful if the latter has a certain value
out of (or range) Si0 ⊂ Si . We can also say that a value
for pk has to be chosen in every design variant in which
pi ∈ Si0 ⊂ Si , otherwise pk will be irrelevant as it usually
specifies parameters of system components that are not part
of this variant. This relation will be denoted by pi  pk (pi
dominates pk or pk is existence dependent on pi , pi ≺ pk ). The
terminology draws on a similar dependency in the design of
relational data bases, in which existence dependency describes
entities that have to exist if another entity does; our definition
is thus stricter as it is also based on values.
No design parameter dominates itself, thus the -relation
is irreflexive. It is also asymmetric as no two design variables
can mutually dominate each other. Moreover, it is transitive
because obviously if pi  pj and pj  pk then also pi  pk .
The -relation thus forms a strict partial order on the set of
design parameters.
When reasoning about similar sets of such design parameters, two parameters belong to a joint subset if their existence

dependency relation to all other parameters is equal1 :
pi ' pk ←→ +(pi ) = +(pk ) ∧ ≺+(pi ) = ≺+(pk )



The '-relation on design parameters is obviously reflexive,
symmetric, and transitive, and thus an equivalence relation on
1
m
P
S. Ifi we take the resulting equivalence classes S . . . S with
S = S as nodes of a graph DG and add edges according
to the -relation of class representatives, the result is a
directed acyclic graph (dag) DG between subsets of design
parameters that are not dominating each other (i.e., usually
belonging to the same level and component of the system)2 .
The graph follows the top-down hierarchy of subsystems and
corresponding structural design decisions during refinement,
and has a unique root node S 1 that is the starting point of
systems design at the highest level.
We term a resulting design space with variable structure
(i.e., S 1 . . . S m > 1) as being nested, as reasoning about
settings for existence dependent parameters is meaningful
only under a given parameter choice of the dominating ones.
System design problems without this issue may be seen as
flat, as there is no obvious way of knowing which design
parameters dominate others.
What can we gain from this for design space optimization?
If the engineer was able to determine the hierarchy among
the pi by carefully analyzing the  relations or simply
from following the iterative top-down design refinement, the
exploration of the design space can omit other parameters
which are not applicable for a certain component design. Of
course, there is a strong need for improved tool support to
facilitate the understanding of the design choices and their
implications.
An overview of design space exploration methods is, for
instance, given in [13]. Obvious (and usually impractical)
approaches include manual exploration and exhaustive search.
Direct numerical optimization is possible for very restricted
problems only. It does not work if the benefit function has
jumps, for instance, in which case they may be described
with an integer LPP in simple cases, for which the solution is already NP-complete. Indirect optimization requires
heuristics that can be characterized as black box randomized
approaches [13]. They work in a generate-and-test manner by
randomly choosing a proposed design variant and assessing
its feasibility and performance (benefit) afterwards.
However, such methods suffer largely from nested design
spaces: Theoretically it may still be possible to describe the
design space with a cross product of the values of all variables
as p ∈ S1 × S2 × . . . × Sn , but this ignores their dependencies.
A standard design space exploration method would thus be
hampered by traversing large parts of DS , wasting time on
numerous unnecessary or obviously impossible solutions p.
Moreover, the usual assumption is a neighborhood relation
1 with +(.) denoting the transitive closure of the existence dependency
relation over P for a given design variable and ≺+(.) vice versa
2 A different dependency graph for design parameters is constructed in [26]
to speed up the numerical evaluation of Pareto-optimal system on chip
architectures.

between “similar” solutions. This can be approximated by
the length of an assumed n-dimensional vector between two
solutions in the design space, which does not apply well to
nested problems because of their variable structure.
We propose to apply optimization methods individually
for each nested subspace, and to embed the optimization
algorithms themselves in their loop structures. This approach
can be directly controlled by the dependency graph DG
that implies a weak ordering on design parameters. The root
parameter class having no successor in the dag DG is explored
in the outermost optimization loop (which would be the only
one in a flat problem setting). For each selection of the set of
parameters in the current subset corresponding to an element
of DG, the directly dependent parameters have to be iterated
next with their own heuristic. In fact there may be problem
structures in which a lower-level design decision can be solved
directly, although it is embedded in a heuristic search at
a higher level. This type of branch-and-bound strategy will
always be possible, following the weak ordering of the design
parameter classes captured in DG.
This allows also to treat different system description levels
individually with models from their corresponding abstraction
level, which follow the hierarchy of design decisions. Such a
hybrid method will require an integrated framework that may
apply different tools to certain parts of the optimization problem. A typical example is the automated hardware architecture
optimization of embedded systems, into which the allocation
and mapping of functions (software components) is embedded
(nested) [2], [1], [27]. We propose a tool framework in the
subsequent section that allows the integrated treatment of
nested design spaces and is generic in its applicability by using
a model-driven UML approach. In our example, a structural
optimization of hardware architecture is done with a standard
indirect heuristic, while the embedded problem of mapping
and allocation is tackled efficiently with a constraint solver
that generates feasible solutions of its nested sub problems.
IV. A P ROTOTYPE T OOL FOR
N ESTED D ESIGN S PACE O PTIMIZATION
This section describes how the proposed method is implemented as an integration of our previous work on architecture
optimization [25], [8] and software mapping [28]. Figure 1
depicts the overall optimization loop with a nested call to a
constraint solver for the mapping problem. The approach of
model-driven optimization is used to find an optimal architecture for a considered system. A heuristic such as simulated
annealing etc. is applied in order to select a valid architecture
variant. This variant is transformed into an evaluable model,
which is passed though external evaluation tool. The resulting
evaluation value serves as a rating of the variant’s benefit
fprofit . The heuristic uses this value to generate new parameter
sets p to converge to the optimum popt . In this paper we
restrict ourselves to a problem in which the inner mapping
solver returns the best solution for a given architecture, and
the overall optimization is done on parameters which can be
derived without a detailed feasibility check or simulation.

We present a combination of an automated indirect optimization of system architectures based on the modeling and
solving of mapping problems by using the Architecture Synthesis for Safety-Critical Systems (ASSIST) Tool Suite [29].
ASSIST allows a systems engineer to automatically construct
and optimize mappings between software components and the
hardware resources. Its focus is on the design of complex
control systems in the avionics domain.
The textual specifications in ASSIST conform to a domainspecific language (DSL) which is defined using Eclipse XCore.
The ASSIST DSL allows specifying the structure of a system
model based on elements like Boards, Processors or Applications. It is used to define a mapping problem between the
capabilities and resources of the hardware architecture and the
resource demands of the software applications. It also allows
the user to specify constraints, such as co-locality and dislocality, in order to address reliability or performance requirements.
ASSIST uses the constraint solver Choco [30] internally to find
feasible (and optimal if configured accordingly) solutions.
Complex heterogeneous systems are modeled using different kinds of domain-specific languages for different parts
of systems. Hence, various models and tools are used to
represent and analyze different system aspects. If the tools
use standardized meta meta-models like ecore or MOF/UML,
a collective meta-model for the different domain-specific parts
of the system can be created, which enables the seamless
integration and interaction between different tools for different
parts of the system. This allows the analysis of different
aspects of the system using different tools based on the same
model, and becomes possible because of available standard
transformations between standard meta meta-models.
The system design is modeled using standard UML first, in
particular with class diagrams. For the automatic optimization
of this system, a description of valid variants is required. The
system model is enriched accordingly with variant-specific
stereotypes defined inside a UML profile called Variant Profile [8]. Each stereotype indicates a variant type and can be
configured in detail using stereotype properties. The resulting
system architecture variant model includes all conceivable
alternatives of the system.
The optimization heuristic generates explicit solutions of a
design problem. Each solution is then evaluated for feasibility
by the ASSIST tool suite and its embedded constraint solver
Choco by trying to construct a valid mapping between software
components and hardware resources.
In order to achieve a model-based and streamlined approach,
we used the ASSIST meta model as system model after an
automatic transformation into a UML-conform model. The
system optimization process itself is completely specified in
UML. However, the ASSIST meta model is defined with
XCore. Using the EMP (Eclipse Modeling Project), both metamodels are based on the same ecore meta meta-model. Thus,
it is possible to convert the XCore specifications into an UML
specification using standard EMP tools. The complexity of
the UML model is higher than the XCore model. Hence, this
transformation is possible without losing any information.

Fig. 1. Execution model of a domain-specific indirect optimization loop

Figure 3 presents the transformed ASSIST XCore classes
which are used to build an Architecture Variant Model. The
class diagram depicts the relevant classes to build a system
model and to specify a mapping problem for the ASSIST tool
suite.
The transformed model conforms to the UML and thus the
Variant Profile can be applied, such that architecture variants of
this system can be specified. The resulting architecture variant
model is the major input for the architecture optimization.
Figure 1 represents the top-level behavior of the optimization.
It starts with the execution of a simulated annealing heuristic. The UML the meta class InstanceSpecification describes
instances of a modeled system, which is used to specify the
architecture variant.
Each architecture variant has to be evaluated and compared
with previous variants. This should be done by executing the
ASSIST constraint solver, but this solver cannot be executed
with an UML InstanceSpecification specification as input.
For that, a transformation into an evaluable ASSIST conform
architecture model is required.
Figure 2 represents the class diagram for the architecture
optimization. The class Optimization includes the operation
executeOptimization, which in specified with the activity diagram shown in Figure 1. Additionally, the class Optimization
has references to four interfaces defining the components of
the optimization. Each interface defines a specific execute
operation, which is called by the top-level behavior of the
architecture optimization. This is possible by using the UML
element CallOperationAction. As the name suggests, CallOperationAction defines that a specified Operation of an Interface
or Class should be executed. The fourth interface XVariant is
used for data exchange.
The action call XModelGenerator in Figure 1 should call
an operation defined in the interface XModelGenerator. The
actual behavior, which is executed by this action, has to be
defined inside a class realizing the interface. This allows an
easy exchange of the desired behavior. The right middle side
of Figure 2 shows that a class AssistModelGenerator is used
here to transform the InstanceSpecification-based architecture
variant into the required ASSIST domain-specific language.
The resulting model can be evaluated for feasibility by the

but also improves the difficulty of optimizing non-functional
properties.
A. Architecture Design Space

Fig. 2. Optimization classes and ASSIST specialized classes

ASSIST Tool Suite [29]. An already existing model for the
action call XModelEvalution can be applied, which starts an
external tool and waits until its computation is finished. The
ASSIST Tool Suite reads the architecture model, executes the
internal constraint solver Choco and returns the results of
the mapping. Additionally, the results also contain evaluation
values which are calculated for valid mappings.
In the next step, the evaluation results have to be assessed
in terms of the benefit function fprofit . For that, the class AssistResultReader implements the interface XResultAssessment
(right bottom in Figure 2). Two results are possible: first, a
valid mapping could not be created for the given architecture
variant, in which case it is marked as invalid. The heuristic
is executed again and another variant is selected. Secondly,
at least one valid mapping exists for the input architecture.
The mapping with the best evaluation value is chosen and the
corresponding architecture variant will be completed with the
mapping information. As long as the termination condition is
not satisfied, new architecture variants will be derived from
the current best or last one and evaluated afterwards. The best
variant is returned as result of the optimization finally.
V. A N E XAMPLE S YSTEM
The design of a flight management system (FMS) for an
airplane is used as an example to demonstrate the intended
workflow. It is based on the examples presented in [31], [32].
An FMS supports the pilot by automating a variety of critical
in-flight tasks (such as trajectory prediction) and providing
accurate information relevant for navigation and flight planning. It has to be able to realize several computationally
intensive tasks, while also being highly reliable as it is an
essential system for the safe operation of an airplane. Larger
flight management systems are often built based on powerful
and fault-tolerant processing platforms, such as the Integrated
Modular Avionics (IMA) platform [33]. At the same time, the
design of a flight management system should also minimize
its space, weight and power requirements to increase fuel
efficiency. Exploring the design space of a flight management
is very challenging for a human engineer due to the large
amount of design decisions which have to be made. This
level of complexity not only hampers the basic feasibility
determination and reliability assessment of a design variant,

This application example is used to build a specific architecture variant model, to determine which hardware configuration
is optimal with respect to hardware utilization, and by deciding
which software applications should be run on which node.
Figure 3 represents the developed architecture variant model.
The AssistModel includes software applications as well as
hardware resources. The software architecture is represented
by classes Application and Tasks. These classes are part of
the variant description insofar, that three applications are
explicitly specified using a dependency with applied stereotype
countFixedInstanceVariant. This stereotype is configured such
that three instances of class Application should be assigned to
the property applications of class AssistModel. Furthermore,
these three instances are predefined by object identifiers application1, application2 and application3.
These application instances are described using UML object
diagram shown in Figure 4. One application is used for a primary flight display. An application for air data is redundantly
represented by the other two application instances, which
should not be executed on the same processor to improve
redundancy.
The hardware architecture is defined using variant stereotype countFixedInstanceVariant. Predefined instance specification are not defined for both classes. This is not necessary,
because there are no attributes that need to be defined beforehand. The class Compartment has only a reference to instances
of class Box, which has no fixed attributes except the back
reference to its owner.
However, Box has a reference to class Board. Several
Board instances are predefined and presented in Figure 5.
The board1:Board instance in Figure 5a represents a “high
end” board having many resources. Furthermore, six possible
mainframe Board instances (board2:Board to board7:Board)
with significantly less resources are defined. Figure 5b presents
two of six Board instances. The other Board instances are
identical with regard to their technical properties.
The task of the architecture optimization is the selection
of suitable type and number of the boards such that all
applications can be executed on fitting resources while minimizing the amount of unused resources. The mapping of
the Application instances to the selected hardware resources
is done by the ASSIST Tool Suite. The cost function to be
minimized is calculated inside the ASSIST solver. The cost of
a system variant comprises the scaled maximum free capacity
of all Core elements plus scaled penalties for unused Core,
Processor, and Boards elements.
The application example has been optimized with the prototype tool chain proposed in Section IV. Figure 6 shows
temporary results of the cost function as computed by ASSIST
during the subsequent optimization loop iterations, each for a
different architecture variant as generated by the outer loop
and with the optimal task mapping as found by ASSIST. As
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(a)

mapping aspect that is nested within. The system architecture
optimization tool actually evaluated 20 different architectures
during the simulated annealing process. An architecture with
the best cost function is found after the ninth iteration. It
is characterized by the use of two mainframe boards and
the assignment of tasks to different cores. In this simple
demonstration case the theoretical optimum was found, which
can be determined manually for the case study. The simulated
annealing procedure in our case continued for several more
iterations before convergence, which later find other similar
architectures which also have the optimal cost function.
VI. C ONCLUSION

(b)
Fig. 5. Specification of board types including their processors and cores

a result, the hardware architecture is computed that contains
the fewest elements while fulfilling all software process constraints, and with the smallest amount of unused resources.
Theoretically, 120 valid architectures can be designed based
on the variant specification. It should be noted that this
only counts the architecture selection problem, not the task

The formal optimization problem underlying the engineering task of design choices for a complex system is the basis
for any (semi-)automatic methodology or tool support in early
design stages. The paper overcomes the usual assumption
of an unstructured set of design parameters by analyzing
types of design parameters and their evolution in top-down
hierarchical design approaches, where a structural architecture
decision may lead to new design parameters on a lower
level of detail. The formal concept of existence-dependent
parameters is introduced with this regard, and some properties
of the relations between the design parameters are derived.
This allows to describe the corresponding design space as a

nested problem, for which adapted optimization methods are
advantageous that exploit the locality of dependent parameters.
As an engineering proof of this idea the paper introduces a
fully model-based integrated methodology for such problems
together with a prototype tool that combines existing domainspecific methods. Approach and tool are validated with an
application example, namely a distributed embedded systems
design including hardware architecture and software mapping
optimization.
In the future we will extend the method by adapted optimization heuristics to exploit the dependency structure of
parameters.
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